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Abstract

Based on the results of a series of experiments on commercially pure OFHC copper (an fcc polycrystal), a physically

based, rate- and temperature-dependent constitutive model is proposed for fcc single crystals. Using this constitutive

model and the Taylor averaging method, numerical calculations are performed to simulate the experimental results for

polycrystalline OFHC copper. The model calculation is based on a new e�cient algorithm which has been successfully

used to simulate the ¯ow stress of polycrystalline tantalum over broad ranges of temperature, strain rate, and strain

(Nemat-Nasser, S., Okinaka, T., Ni, L., 1998. J. Mech. Phys. Solids 46, 1009). The model e�ectively simulates a large

body of experimental data, over a broad range of strain rates (0.001±8000 sÿ1), and temperatures (77±1096 K), with

strains close to 100%. Few adjustable constitutive parameters of the model are ®xed at the outset for a given material.

All other involved constitutive parameters are estimated based on the crystal structure and the physics of the plastic

¯ow. Ó 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The kinematics of crystal plasticity has been
developed by Hill (1966), Rice (1971), Hill and
Rice (1972), and Hill and Havner (1982). Reviews
and references are given by Havner (1992). Phen-
omenologically and empirically based constitutive
relations of a power law and its variants are used
by many authors to simulate the polycrystal re-
sponse; see, e.g., Hutchinson (1976), Pan and Rice
(1983), Peirce et al. (1983), Nemat-Nasser and
Obata (1986), Rashid et al. (1992), Zikry and

Nemat-Nasser (1990), and Anand and Kalidindi
(1994).

Based on a series of experiments, Nemat-Nasser
(1996) develops dislocation based constitutive
models for the slip rates of fcc and bcc crystals.
Continuum versions of the bcc and fcc model have
been successfully applied to the commercially pure
polycrystal tantalum and OFHC copper, by Nemat-
Nasser and Isaacs (1997) and Nemat-Nasser and Li
(1998), respectively. Recently, in Nemat-Nasser et
al. (1998), using a new e�cient algorithm proposed
by Nemat-Nasser and Okinaka (1996), the dislo-
cation-based model of Nemat-Nasser (1996) has
been applied to represent rate- and temperature-
dependent crystalline slip in bcc single-crystal
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tantalum, and the results are used to simulate the
experimental data reported by Nemat-Nasser and
Isaacs (1997) and Chen and Gray III (1996). Better
correlation with the experimental results is achieved
through the crystal plasticity model than the cor-
responding continuum counterpart.

In the present paper, a similar approach is used
to model crystalline slip in fcc single crystals, and,
using the Taylor averaging, to simulate the ex-
perimental data given by Nemat-Nasser and Li
(1998) for OFHC copper. It turns out that the
simulation using the crystal plasticity model pro-
vides a remarkably good correlation with the ex-
perimental results. Also, the results of the crystal
plasticity model calculation is in good agreement
with those of the continuum model calculation
reported by Nemat-Nasser and Li (1998). The
simulation based on the crystalline slip model
produces excellent results for strain rates and
temperatures from 0.001 to 8000 sÿ1 and 77 to
1096 K, respectively, with strains close to 100%.
Most of the constitutive parameters are estimated
on the basis of the crystal's microstructure, leaving
only a few parameters to be evaluated empirically.
These parameters are estimated at the outset, and
then the resulting constitutive model is applied to
all experimental data reported by Nemat-Nasser
and Li (1998).

2. Fundamentals

2.1. Kinematics

In this section, we give a brief review of the
kinematics of the ®nite deformation of crystals.
The general account of elastic-plastic deformation
of crystals at ®nite strains and rotations can be
found in Hill (1966), Rice (1971), Hill and Rice
(1972), Hill and Havner (1982), and, more re-
cently, in Havner (1992).

The total deformation gradient, F, measured
with respect to the undeformed con®guration of
the crystal, is decomposed as

F � F�Fp; �2:1�
where the superscript � and the superscript p rep-
resent the non-plastic (which is induced by elastic

lattice distortion and rigid-body rotation) and the
plastic (which is slip-induced) parts of the defor-
mation, respectively; this notation is used
throughout the paper.

The (total) velocity gradient is

L � _FFÿ1 � L� � F�L̂pF�
ÿ1

; �2:2a�
where dot stands for the time derivative and the
superscript )1 for the inverse, respectively; hat
denotes that the velocity gradient is measured with
respect to the initial undeformed con®guration of
the crystal lattice. In Eq. (2.2a), the non-plastic
velocity gradient, L�, and the plastically-induced
velocity gradient, L̂p, are respectively given by

L� � _F�F�
ÿ1 �2:2b�

and

L̂p � _FpFpÿ1

: �2:2c�
It is assumed, in this paper, that the plastic

deformation is solely due to the crystalline slip.
Then, the plastic velocity gradient, L̂p, is given as
the sum of the slips on all slip systems. It is well-
known that there are 12 primary slip systems in fcc
single crystals. These are f1 1 1g h1 1 0i; f1 1 1g
h1 0 1i, and f1 1 1gh0 1 1i. Hence,

L̂p �
X4

a�1

X3

a�1

_c�aa�l�aa�
0 ; �2:3�

where the superscripts �aa� are the indices of the
slip systems with a� 1, 2, 3, 4 and a� 1, 2, 3 de-
®ning the slip planes and the slip directions on the
corresponding slip plane, respectively. The num-
bering of the slip systems is listed in Table 1; _c�aa� is
the �aa�th slip rate, and l

�aa�
0 de®nes the corre-

sponding slip system, given by

l
�aa�
0 � s

�aa�
0 
 n

�a�
0 �no sum on a�: �2:4�

In Eq. (2.4), s and n are unit vectors denoting the
slip direction and the slip-plane normal, respec-
tively, the subscript 0 stands for the initial con-
®guration of the lattice.

For the present discussion, assume that the elastic
strain is small, as is the case for most metals, in-
cluding copper. By polar decomposition, we obtain

F� � V�R� �2:5a�
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and then set

V� � 1� e; �2:5b�
where the elastic strain, e, measured in the rotated
lattice, is in®nitesimally small; R� is the rigid-body
lattice rotation. With the assumption of small
elastic strain, it follows that

L � L� �
X4

a�1

X3

a�1

_c�aa�l �aa�; �2:6a�

where

l�aa� � R�l�aa�
0 R�

T

: �2:6b�
From Eq. (2.2b), Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b), the non-
plastic velocity gradient is written as

L� � _e� eXÿX�e�X�; �2:7a�
where X� is the rigid-body lattice spin rate, de®ned
by

X� � _R�R�
T

: �2:7b�
The symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the
total velocity gradient L, are denoted by D and W ,
respectively. Similarly, de®ne the symmetric and
antisymmetric parts of the rotated slip system
tensor l �aa�, by p�aa� and w�aa� respectively. Then

D � D� �
X4

a�1

X3

a�1

_c�aa�p�aa� �2:8a�

and

W �W� �
X4

a�1

X3

a�1

_c�aa�w�aa�; �2:8b�

where D� � _e� eXÿX�e and W� � X� are the
corresponding non-plastic deformation rate and
spin, respectively.

2.2. Interdependency of slip systems

From the de®nitions Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6b) of the
slip system tensor, l�aa� and p�aa� are traceless, since
s�aa� and n�a� are orthogonal pairs. A three-dimen-
sional symmetric second-order tensor with a zero
trace, has only ®ve independent components.
Therefore, among the 12 p�aa�'s in an fcc single
crystal, there exist at least seven linear interde-
pendency conditions.

The 12 slip systems may be divided into four
families, according to the slip-plane normal di-
rections (1 1 1), ��1 1 1�, ��1 �1 1�, and �1 �1 1�. In
each family, there are three slip systems, with one
interdependency relation between them. For ex-
ample, in the ®rst family of slip systems (11), (12),
and (13), the three slip directions ��1 1 0�, �0 �1 1�,
and �1 0 �1� form a closed contour, leading to the
interdependency condition

p�11� � p�12� � p�13� � 0: �2:9a�
For the remaining three families, there are three
similar interdependency relations,

p�21� � p�22� � p�23� � 0; �2:9b�

p�31� � p�32� � p�33� � 0 �2:9c�

and

p�41� � p�42� � p�43� � 0: �2:9d�
Apart from the four interdependency condi-

tions listed above, there are three more interde-
pendency conditions between the p�aa�'s. Using the
method presented in Nemat-Nasser et al. (1998),
the three additional conditions are found to be (see
Appendix A)

ÿ p�11� � p�22� � p�43� � 0; �2:10a�

Table 1

Numbering of slip systems

(11) (1 1 1)��1 1 0� (31) ��1 �1 1��1 �1 0�
(12) (1 1 1)�0 �1 1� (32) ��1 �1 1��0 1 1�
(13) (1 1 1)�1 0 �1� (33) ��1 �1 1���1 0 �1�
(21) ��1 1 1���1 �1 0� (41) �1 �1 1��1 1 0�
(22) ��1 1 1��1 0 1� (42) �1 �1 1���1 0 1�
(23) ��1 1 1��0 1 �1� (43) �1 �1 1��0 �1 �1�
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ÿ p�12� ÿ p�33� � p�41� � 0; �2:10b�

p�13� ÿ p�21� � p�32� � 0: �2:10c�

3. Physically based model of crystalline slip

Slip occurs by the motion of dislocations on the
corresponding slip plane and in the corresponding
slip direction. In this process, dislocations have to
overcome both short-range and long-range obsta-
cles (Kocks et al., 1975). The short-range barriers
may include the Peierls stress (the primary short-
range resistance for bcc metals), point defects
(vacancies and self-interstitials), other dislocations
which intersect the slip plane (the primary short-
range resistance for fcc metals), or substitutional
atoms. The long-range barriers may include the
elastic stress ®eld due to grain boundaries, far-®eld
forests of dislocations, and far-®eld defects. The
resistance due to the short-range barriers may be
overcome by thermal activation, while that due to
the long-range barriers is, in essence, independent
of temperature, and can be overcome with the aid
of the applied resolved shear stress.

The ¯ow stress, s�aa�, may therefore, be written
as

s�aa� � s��aa� � s�aa�
a ; �3:1�

where s��aa� and s�aa�
a , both associated with the

�aa�th slip system, are the thermal and athermal
parts corresponding to the short-range and long-
range barriers to the motion of dislocations, re-
spectively. The thermal part of the ¯ow stress,
s��aa�, is a decreasing function of temperature of
the single crystal, T, and an increasing function of
the plastic strain rate, _c�aa�. The athermal part of
the ¯ow stress, s�aa�

a , is essentially independent of
temperature, T, and the plastic strain rate, _c�aa�,
but it is a�ected by them in certain indirect ways
(Nemat-Nasser and Li, 1998).

3.1. The thermal part of the ¯ow stress

For a dislocation moving on the ath slip plane in
the ath direction, the frequency of the occurrence of
a jump over a short-range barrier is given by

x�aa� � x�aa�
0 exp ÿ DG�aa�

kT

� �
; �3:2�

where x�aa�
0 , k, and T are the attempt frequency,

Boltzman constant, and temperature, respectively,
and DG�aa� is the activation energy, associated with
the �aa�th slip system.

The total average time, t, that the dislocation
travels between two neighboring sets of barriers,
consists of two parts,

t � tw � tr; �3:3�
where tw is the waiting period before a dislocation
crosses a barrier, and tr is the running period that
the dislocation moves until meeting the next bar-
rier. Noting that the average travel distance is the
sum of the average distance between barriers, d,
and the average e�ective barrier width, k, the av-
erage velocity of the motion of the dislocations is
estimated by

�v � d � k
tw � tr

� d
tw

; �3:4a�

when d � k which is true when intersecting dis-
locations are the barriers, and tw � tr which is the
case in general. For the �aa�th slip system, the
waiting period, tw, is approximately given by

t�aa�
w � 1=x�aa�: �3:4b�

Hence, using the frequency given by Eq. (3.2),
from Eq. (3.4b) the average dislocation velocity
for the �aa�th slip system may be approximated by

�v�aa� � d�aa�x�aa� � d�aa� x�aa�
0 exp ÿ DG�aa�

kT

� �
:

�3:5�
The slip rate, _c�aa�, of the �aa�th slip system can

therefore be expressed as

_c�aa� � b�aa�q�aa�
m �v�aa�; �3:6a�

where b�aa� is the magnitude of the corresponding
Burgers vector and q�aa�

m is the density of the mobile
dislocations associated with the �aa�th slip system.
Combining the last equation with Eq. (3.5), the
slip rate, _c�aa�, is given by

_c�aa� � _c�aa�
r exp ÿ DG�aa�

kT

� �
; �3:6b�
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where

_c�aa�
r � b�aa�d�aa�q�aa�

m x�aa�
0 �3:6c�

is the reference slip rate.
Following Kocks et al. (1975), in terms of the

thermal part of the ¯ow stress, the activation en-
ergy, DG�aa�, is represented by

DG�aa� � G�aa�
0 1ÿ s��aa�

ŝ�aa�

 !p( )q

; �3:7a�
where

ŝ�aa� � s��aa�
T�0j �3:7b�

is the threshold shear stress which is the stress re-
quired by a dislocation to overcome the barrier
without any assistance from the thermal activa-
tion;

G�aa�
0 � ŝ�aa�V � � ŝ�aa�b�aa�k�aa�d�aa�; �3:7c�

is the total free energy needed to overcome the
barrier without the aid of external work; and
V � � b�aa�k�aa�d�aa� is the activation volume. The
constants p and q in Eq. (3.7a) are the parameters
de®ning the shape of the energy-barrier pro®le.

From Eqs. (3.6b) and (3.7a), it follows that

s��aa� � ŝ�aa� 1ÿ ÿ kT

G�aa�
0

ln
_c�aa�
��� ���
_c�aa�
r

0@ 1A1=q264
375

1=p

�3:8a�

for T 6 T �aa�
c , and

s��aa� � 0; for T > T �aa�
c ; �3:8b�

where

T �aa�
c � ÿG�aa�

0 =fk ln �j _c�aa�j= _c�aa�
r �g �3:8c�

is the critical temperature at which the dislocation
can overcome its short-range barriers without the
assistance of the applied resolved shear stress.

Examine Eq. (3.7c), where G�aa�
0 and b�aa� are

constants, and k is dependent on the pro®le of the
barrier. The average distance between barriers,
d�aa�, depends on the type of the barrier. For
Peierls barriers, which are the primary short-range
obstacles of bcc metals, d�aa� � b�aa�. For fcc crys-
tals, the short-range barriers to the motion of
dislocations primarily are the dislocation forests
which intersect the slip plane. In this case, the

average distance between barriers, d�aa�, is the same
as the average spacing, l�aa�, of the dislocations
which intersect the slip plane. Hence, d�aa� � l�aa� is
a function of the current density of dislocations,
q�aa�

c , associated with the �aa�th slip system, and
one has

d�aa� � l�aa� � �q�aa�
c �ÿ1=2

: �3:9�
The current density of dislocations, q�aa�

c , associ-
ated with the �aa�th slip system, is de®ned by the
accumulated dislocations which intersect the ath
slip plane. Hence, it depends on both the plastic
strain, c�aa�

I , produced by the slips on the ``inter-
secting'' slip planes 1 and the temperature: the
greater c�aa�

I , the larger q�aa�
c ; the higher tempera-

ture, the smaller q�aa�
c . The following approxima-

tion is therefore inferred from Nemat-Nasser/Li
continuum model:

d�aa� � l�aa� � l�aa�
0 =f �c�aa�

I ; T �; �3:10a�

f �c�aa�
I ; T � > 0; f �0; T0� � 1; �3:10b�

of �c�aa�
I ; T �

oc�aa�
I

P 0;
of �c�aa�

I ; T �
oT

6 0; �3:10c�

where l�aa�
0 is the initial average spacing of the

dislocations intersecting the slip plane, T0 is the
initial temperature, and the plastic strain, c�aa�

I ,
produced by the slips on the intersecting slip
planes is given by

c�aa�
I �

X
b:ISP

X3

b�1

K�aa�
�bb�

Zt

0

_c�bb��n�
��� ��� dn: �3:10d�

Here the ®rst summation is performed over all
intersecting slip planes (ISP). The coe�cients K�aa�

�bb�
in this equation may be calculated from the density
and distribution of the dislocations on the inter-
secting slip planes, following Stroh (1953) and
Zarka (1968). Again, based on the continuum
model, consider the simple model

f � 1� a�aa��T ��c�aa�
I �n0 �3:11a�

with

1 An intersecting slip plane is a plane whose dislocations

pierce the considered slip plane.
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a�aa��T � � a�aa�
0 �1ÿ �T=Tm�2�; �3:11b�

where Tm is the melting temperature (�1350 K for
copper). In Eqs. (3.11a) and (3.11b), a�aa�

0 is a non-
negative constant depending on the initial dislo-
cation (barrier) spacing, and n0 is a constant be-
tween 0 and 1. These constants are considered to
be adjustable constitutive parameters.

Now from the relation Eq. (3.7c), noting that
G�aa�

0 is constant, it follows that

ŝ�aa� � ŝ�aa�
0 f �c�aa�

I ; T � �3:12a�
with

ŝ�aa�
0 � G�aa�

0 =�b�aa�k�aa�l�aa�
0 �: �3:12b�

The threshold shear stress now takes on the value
ŝ�aa�

0 f �c�aa�
I ; 0�.

To obtain the plastic strain rate, use Eq. (3.10a)
in Eq. (3.6c), leading to

_c�aa�
r � _c�aa�

0 =f �c�aa�
I ; T �; �3:13a�

with

_c�aa�
0 � b�aa�q�aa�

m x�aa�
0 l�aa�

0 : �3:13b�
Consequently, when the dislocation forests in-

tersecting the slip plane are the primary short-
range obstacles, as for fcc crystals, the thermal
part of the ¯ow stress is obtained as

s��aa� � ŝ�aa�
0 f �c�aa�

I ; T � 1ÿ ÿ kT

G�aa�
0

24
8><>:

� ln
_c�aa�
��� ���
_c�aa�
0

� lnf �c�aa�
I ; T �

0@ 1A351=q9>=>;
1=p

;

for T 6 T �aa�
c ; �3:14a�

and

s��aa� � 0 for T > T �aa�
c ; �3:14b�

where the critical temperature T �aa�
c is determined

by the following equation

T �aa�
c � ÿG�aa�

0 =fk ln �j _c�aa�jf �c�aa�
I ; T �aa�

c �= _c�aa�
0 �g:
�3:14c�

3.2. The athermal part of the ¯ow stress

As explained before, the athermal part of the
¯ow stress, s�aa�

a , represents the resistance to the
mobile dislocation generated by the elastic stress
®eld of the long-range barriers, such as other dis-
locations. A dislocation can overcome such ob-
stacles with the aid of the applied resolved shear
stress. Assume that s�aa�

a is a function of the plastic
strain, c�aa�, the average grain size, d�aa�

G , and pos-
sibly other parameters, and write

s�aa�
a � g�aa��c�aa�; d�aa�

G ; . . .�s�aa�
a1 : �3:15�

As an example, consider a simple model,

s�aa�
a � s�aa�

a0 � ��c�aa��n1 � k0�d�aa�
G �ÿ1=2�s�aa�

a1 ; �3:16�
where s�aa�

a0 , s�aa�
a1 , n1, and k0 are constants, and c�aa�

the calculated plastic strain associated with the
�aa�th slip system, de®ned by

c�aa� �
X4

b�1

X3

b�1

K�aa�
�bb�

Zt

0

_c�bb��n�
��� ��� dn: �3:17�

Again, the coe�cients K�aa�
�bb� may be computed

from the density and distribution of the disloca-
tions, following Stroh (1953) and Zarka (1968).
Note that, in Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) c�aa� corre-
sponds to all accumulated plastic slips, whereas in
the thermally activated case, only the intersecting
dislocations and hence c�aa�

I contribute to the bar-
riers' spacing; see Eqs. (3.10a) and (3.10d).

3.3. The constitutive relation

From Eqs. (3.14a), (3.14b), (3.15) and since the
slip rate, _c�aa�, and the driving shear stress, s�aa�,
have the same sign, the resistance to slip of the
�aa�th slip system is given by

s�aa� � sgn� _c�aa��fg�aa��c�aa�; d�aa�
G ; . . .�s�aa�

a1

� ŝ�aa�
0 f �c�aa�

I ; T �

� 1ÿ ÿ kT

G�aa�
0

ln
_c�aa�
��� ���f �c�aa�

I ; T �
_c�aa�
0

0@ 1A1=q264
375

1=p

for T 6 T �aa�
c �3:18a�
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and

s�aa� � sgn� _c�aa��g�aa��c�aa�; d�aa�
G ; . . .�s�aa�

a1

for T > T �aa�
c ; �3:18b�

where T �aa�
c is determined by Eq. (3.14c).

Consider now the example f � 1� a�aa��T �cn0

I

de®ned in Eq. (3.11a) for the dislocation spacing,
so that ŝ�aa� associated with the �aa�th slip system
becomes

ŝ�aa� � ŝ�aa�
0 �1� a�aa��T �cn0

I �: �3:19�
Also simplify the athermal part of the ¯ow stress
to

s�aa�
a � g�aa��c�aa�; d�aa�

G ; . . .�s�aa�
a1

� s�aa�
a0 � s�aa�

a1 �c�aa��n1 ; �3:20�
where s�aa�

a0 , s�aa�
a1 , and n1 are viewed as adjustable

parameters. Then, the constitutive relation for the
�aa�th slip system is given by

s�aa� � sgn� _c�aa�� s�aa�
a0 � s�aa�

a1 �c�aa��n1

8>><>>:
�ŝ�aa�

0 �1� a�aa��T ��c�aa�
I �n0 �g 1ÿ ÿ kT

G�aa�
0

0@
264

� ln
_c�aa�
��� ����1� a�aa��T ��c�aa�

I �n0 �
_c�aa�
0

1A1=q375
1=p
9>>=>>;

for T 6 T �aa�
c �3:21a�

and

s�aa� � sgn� _c�aa���s�aa�
a0 � s�aa�

a1 �c�aa��n1 �
for T > T �aa�

c ; �3:21b�
where, again,

_c�aa�
0 � b�aa�q�aa�

m x�aa�
0 l�aa�

0 ; �3:21c�

ŝ�aa�
0 � G�aa�

0 =�b�aa�k�aa�l�aa�
0 �; �3:21d�

a�aa��T � � a�aa�
0 �1ÿ �T=Tm�2�; �3:21e�

and the critical temperature, T �aa�
c , is determined by

T �aa�
c � ÿG�aa�

0 =fk ln �j _c�aa�j
� �1� a�aa��T �aa�

c ��c�aa�
I �n0�= _c�aa�

r �g: �3:21f�
The plastic strain rate for the �aa�th slip system

is given by

_c�aa� � sgn�s�aa�� _c�aa�
0

1� a�aa��T ��c�aa�
I �n0

� exp ÿ G�aa�
0

kT
1

("

ÿ js�aa�j ÿ s�aa�
a

ŝ�aa�
0 �1� a�aa��T ��c�aa�

I �n0 �

 !p)q#
;

when js�aa�jP s�aa�
a ; �3:22a�

_c�aa� � 0 otherwise: �3:22b�
We assume that the increment of temperature is

proportional to the increment of the plastic work,
so that the temperature, T, is given by

T � T0 � gDwp; �3:23�
where Dwp is the increment of the plastic work,
and g the conversion factor, including a factor
which de®nes the portion of the plastic work used
to heat the material. For a single fcc crystal, the
increment of the plastic work, Dwp, can be calcu-
lated by

Dwp �
X4

a�1

X3

a�1

Zc�aa�

0

s�aa� dc�aa�: �3:24�

For an fcc polycrystal, the calculation for the
temperature will be discussed in the forthcoming
section.

3.4. Fcc versus bcc crystals

As explained before, the primary barriers to the
motion of dislocations in fcc and bcc crystals are
essentially di�erent: the dominant barriers in fcc
crystals are the dislocation forests which intersect
the slip plane, whereas those in bcc crystals are the
Peierls lattice stresses. For fcc crystals, the energy
required to cross the Peierls barrier is generally
small (less than 0.2 eV), and only at very low
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temperatures the Peierls barrier becomes impor-
tant. For bcc crystals, the average spacing of the
barriers, d�aa�, equals the magnitude of the Burgers
vector, b�aa�, which is a constant, and
l�aa� � l�aa�

0 � b�aa� is also a constant. Then in the
constitutive relation Eqs. (3.21a)±(3.21f), for bcc
crystals, a�aa�

0 � a0 � 0, f � 1, and

ŝ�aa� � ŝ�aa�
0 � G�aa�

0 =��b�aa��2k�aa��; �3:25a�

_c�aa�
r � _c�aa�

0 � q�aa�
m x�aa�

0 �b�aa��2: �3:25b�
In the case of fcc crystals, on the other hand, the

intersecting dislocations are the barriers. The core
of a dislocation involves several surrounding at-
oms. Therefore, the magnitude of the energy bar-
rier is expected to be considerably greater than the
lattice resistance. Thus, the constitutive parameter
k=G�aa�

0 , for fcc OFHC copper is estimated to be
4:9� 10ÿ5 Kÿ1 by Nemat-Nasser and Li (1998),
which is about half of the value estimated for bcc
tantalum, 8:62� 10ÿ5 Kÿ1, by Nemat-Nasser and
Isaacs (1997). We use the same value of
k=G�aa�

0 � 4:9� 10ÿ5 Kÿ1 in our crystal plasticity
model calculations for fcc OFHC copper.

3.5. Annealed versus as-received fcc samples

The initial average dislocation (barrier) spacing
for annealed fcc samples is expected to be greater
than that for the as-received samples. Hence, from
Eq. (3.12b), the value of ŝ�aa�

0 for annealed samples
is expected to be smaller than that for the as-re-
ceived samples. The parameter a�aa�

0 in Eq. (3.11a),
is also expected to be greater for the annealed
samples than that for the as-received ones. For the
continuum model of OFHC copper, Nemat-Nasser
and Li (1998) choose a�aa�

0 � a0 � 20 for the an-
nealed samples, and a�aa�

0 � a0 � 1:8 for the as-re-
ceived samples. In our crystal plasticity model
calculation for fcc OFHC copper, we also assume
a�aa�

0 � a0, for all the slip systems, and use those
same values of a0 as used for the continuum model
in Nemat-Nasser and Li (1998). In view of
Eq. (3.13b), _c�aa�

0 depends on the initial dislocation
spacing, l�aa�

0 . As is seen, _c�aa�
0 also depends on the

density of the mobile dislocations, q�aa�
m , and the

frequency, x�aa�
0 , both of which are a�ected by l�aa�

0 .
We assume that the product q�aa�

m x�aa�
0 l�aa�

0 remains

essentially the same whether the sample is annealed
or not. This may be a crude approximation, but it
seems to be adequate for the present application.

4. Computational algorithm

Nemat-Nasser and Okinaka (1996) have pro-
posed an e�cient computational method for fcc
crystals, which is based on the plastic-predictor,
elastic-corrector method, combined with the con-
ventional forward-gradient technique. In their
calculation, the rate-dependent slip model with the
power-law is used. In a recent work, Nemat-Nas-
ser et al. (1998) successfully employed this method
to solve ®nite-deformation problems of bcc single-
and poly-crystals, using the physically based con-
stitutive model of Nemat-Nasser (1996). In the
present work, we apply a similar computational
strategy to the fcc crystal calculation, using the fcc
crystal constitutive model described in Section 3.

Consider an fcc polycrystal which is composed
of M single crystals. Assume that all the grains
have the same volume, and that the initial orien-
tations of the crystals are uniformly distributed.
The Taylor averaging method is employed, i.e., it
is assumed that each grain of the polycrystal un-
dergoes the same deformation and deformation
rate. Hence, in all grains, L � �L, where L and �L
denote the local and overall velocity gradients,
respectively. The equivalent plastic strain rate and
the equivalent stress of the polycrystal must be
calculated by averaging over all the grains. The
overall temperature is then computed using the
average equivalent plastic strain rate and stress.

4.1. Single crystals

As discussed in Nemat-Nasser and Okinaka
(1996), for each single crystal, the material defor-
mation history can be divided into three regimes
according to the number of active slip systems. A
slip system is called active, if its resolved shear
stress satis®es js�aa�jP s�aa�

a . From the constitutive
relation Eq. (3.22a), _c�aa� � 0 for the non-active
slip system. Denoting the number of active systems
in the single crystal by N , the three regimes are:
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1. Rapidly-changing regime: elastic deformation
plays an important role;

2. Transition regime: 0 < N 6 5;
3. Steady-state regime: N > 5.
When a material is in the transition regime, the
resolved shear stresses may increase with time,
leading to activation of additional slip systems.
When the loading starts, or the loading conditions
are suddenly changed, then the elastic deformation
plays an essential role, and the material is in the
rapidly-changing regime.

All the solutions are obtained incrementally.
Di�erent numerical methods are applied for dif-
ferent regimes. For the transition and the steady-
state regimes, the plastic-predictor, elastic-correc-
tor method is used. This starts with the tentative
assumption that the total deformation increment is
solely due to plastic slip, and then corrects the
results by including the accompanying elastic
contribution. Since, in general, the elastic contri-
bution is much smaller than the plastic one, the
method e�ciently yields accurate results. Indeed,
in many cases, the slip rate due to elastic distortion
(but not the associated stress rate) may be ne-
glected in the transition and steady-state regimes.
In the rapidly changing regime, the explicit Euler
method is employed.

4.2. Polycrystals

For the calculation of each crystal, it is neces-
sary to use two di�erent time increments, de-
pending on the deformation regime. The time
increment for the explicit Euler method is much
smaller than that for the plastic-predictor, elastic-
corrector method. The time increments are thus, in
general, not uniform for all grains. Hence, in the
calculation of the polycrystal, it is necessary to
assign a time period, Dtav, at the end of which the
averaging to obtain polycrystal properties is per-
formed. De®ne the averaging time intervals by
�tav

jÿ1; t
av
j �, j � 1; 2; . . . ; J , where

tav
0 � 0 �4:1a�

is the beginning of the model calculation, and

tav
j � tav

jÿ1 � Dtav; j � 1; 2; . . . ; J �4:1b�

stand for the end of the jth averaging interval; J is
the total number of times when the averaging is
performed. At the end of each averaging interval,
tav
j , j � 1; 2; ::; J , the equivalent overall plastic

strain rate and the equivalent stress of the poly-
crystal are obtained by averaging over all grains.
The overall temperature is calculated from the
average plastic work rate per unit volume. This
average work rate is assumed to remain unchanged
within each averaging time interval.

Noting that all the grains have the same vol-
ume, the volume average of the Cauchy stress at
the end of the averaging interval, tav

j ,
j � 1; 2; . . . ; J , is given by

R�tav
j � �

1

V

Z
V

r�tav
j � dV � 1

M

XM

n�1

rn�tav
j �; �4:2a�

where M is the number of grains and rn the Ca-
uchy stress for the nth grain of the polycrystal. The
equivalent stress, Req�tav

j �, is then calculated as

Req�tav
j � � �3=2R�tav

j � : R�tav
j ��1=2

: �4:2b�
The plastic part of the strain rate for the nth

grain of the polycrystal is given by

Dp
n �

X4

a�1

X3

a�1

_c�aa�
n p�aa�

n ; �4:3�

where n � 1; . . . ;M are the grain indices. The
volume average of the plastic strain rate, �Dp, and
the equivalent plastic strain rate, _ceq, at tav

j ,
j � 1; 2; . . . ; J , are de®ned by

�Dp�tav
j � �

1

M

XM

n�1

Dp
n�tav

j � �4:4a�
and

_ceq�tav
j � � �2=3 �Dp�tav

j � : �Dp�tav
j ��1=2

; �4:4b�
respectively.

The plastic work rate per unit volume is ap-
proximated by

_Wp�tav
j � � Req�tav

j � _ceq�tav
j �: �4:5a�

The approximate temperature of the polycrystal
material element (the test sample) is calculated
from

TA�t� � T �tav
jÿ1� � g _W p�tav

jÿ1��t ÿ tav
jÿ1�; �4:5b�
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where t is in the jth averaging interval and satis®es
tav
jÿ1 < t6 tav

j . Again, the conversion factor g in-
cludes a factor which de®nes the fraction of the
plastic work converted into heat.

4.3. Main equations

To introduce the main equations for the com-
putational algorithm in each single crystal, note
that

s�aa� � r : p�aa�; �4:6�
where s�aa� is the resolved shear stress and r is the
Cauchy stress. Take the time derivative of both
sides of Eq. (4.6) to obtain

_s�aa� � _r: p�aa� � r: _p�aa�: �4:7�
Noting that

_p�aa� � X�p�aa� ÿ p�aa�X�; �4:8a�
from Eq. (4.7) obtain

_s�aa� � � _rÿX�r� rX�� : p�aa� � r
o

: p�aa�

� C� : D� : p�aa�; �4:8b�
where r

o � _rÿX�r� rX� is the Jamman rate of
the Cauchy stress, and the elasticity relation
r
o � C� : D� is used (see, e.g., Nemat-Nasser and
Okinaka, 1996; or Nemat-Nasser, 1998).Consider
now the inner product of the total deformation
rate, D, (2.8a), with the symmetric part of the ro-
tated slip-system tensor, p�aa�, and using Eq. (4.8b)
obtain

p�aa� : L : D � 1

2l
_s�aa� �

X4

b�1

X3

b�1

H �aa�
�bb� _c�bb�; �4:9a�

where

H �aa�
�bb� � p�bb� : L: p�aa� �4:9b�

and

_s�aa� � 2lD� : L : p�aa�; �4:9c�
here C� � 2l L is the elasticity tensor, and l a
shear modulus used here to render the tensor L
dimensionless; to simplify the crystal plasticity
model calculation, we assume that the material is
elastically isotropic; L is then a fourth-order
symmetric identity tensor.

4.4. Algorithm

The calculation proceeds incrementally. Denote
by t0 the beginning of the time step, and by Dt the
time increment. Given a constant D over a time
increment Dt, the increments Ds�aa�'s and Dc�aa�'s
are to be calculated from Eq. (4.9a). For the Euler
method, the increments Ds�aa�'s are ®rst obtained,
then the resolved shear stresses, s�aa�, and the slip
rates, _c�aa�, are updated.

In the plastic-predictor technique, it is assumed
that the stable condition, _s�aa� � 0, is satis®ed in all
active slip systems. With this assumption and for
elastically isotropic case, (4.9a) becomes

D : p�aa� �
X
�bb�

H �aa�
�bb� _c�bb�

A ; �4:10�

where the subscript A stands for the approximate
value.

Observe that only ®ve of the symmetric slip-
system tensors, p�aa�'s, are linearly independent, as
discussed in Section 2 Hence, in the transition re-
gime, where the number of active slip systems is
not greater than 5, the matrix H is non-singular. In
that case, from the linear system (4.10), _c�aa�

A 's can
be uniquely obtained. However, in the steady-state
regime, where the number of active slip systems is
more than ®ve, H is singular. In such a case, this
system of linear equations must be supplemented
by equations representing the interdependency of
the resolved shear stresses. From Eq. (4.6) and the
interdependency relations (2.9a)±(2.9d) and
(2.10a)±(2.10c), the following interdependency re-
lations for the resolved shear stresses are obtained:

s�11� � s�12� � s�13� � 0;

s�21� � s�22� � s�23� � 0; �4:11a�

s�31� � s�32� � s�33� � 0;

s�41� � s�42� � s�43� � 0; �4:11b�

ÿ s�11� � s�22� � s�43� � 0;

ÿ s�12� ÿ s�33� � s�41� � 0; �4:11c�

s�13� ÿ s�21� � s�32� � 0: �4:11d�
Since the calculation is incremental, the active slip
systems are known at the beginning of each in-
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crement. Hence, the 12 conditions can be reduced
to include only the active slip systems. The reduced
N ÿ 5 conditions are then chosen and collectively
written in matrix form, asX
�aa�

M �aa�
i s�aa� � 0; �4:12a�

where 16 i6N ÿ 5 and the summation is per-
formed over all active slip systems. These equa-
tions, in their incremental forms,X
�aa�

M �aa�
i Ds�aa� � 0; �4:12b�

together with Eq. (4.10), are used to obtain the
®rst estimate of the slip rates.

To simplify the calculation, the following ap-
proximations are used. First, assume that the
plastic strain, c�aa�

I , produced by slips on the in-
tersecting slip planes, is approximately equal to the
calculated total plastic strain, c�aa�, leading to

c�aa�
I � c�aa�

�
X4

b�1

X3

b�1

K�aa�
�bb�

Zt

0

_c�bb��n�
��� ��� dn: �4:13a�

Second, assume that all K�aa�
�bb� are the same and are

absorbed into the corresponding adjustable pa-
rameters a�aa�

0 and s�aa�
a1 . This leads to

c�aa�
I � c�aa� � c; �4:13b�

for all slip systems. Finally, as in Eqs. (3.11a) and
(3.11b), consider

f �c�aa�
I ; T � � 1� a�aa��T �cn0

I � 1� a�aa��T �cn0 ;

�4:14a�

a�aa��T � � a�aa�
0 �1ÿ �T=Tm�2� �4:14b�

and assume that n0 � 1=2 and a�aa�
0 � a0 are con-

stants for all slip system, arriving at

f � 1� a0�1ÿ �T=Tm�2�c1=2: �4:14c�
While these simplifying assumptions seem crude,
they are adequate for our application.

Di�erentiating both sides of Eqs. (3.21a) and
(3.21b), using p � 2=3 and q � 2 as suggested by
Ono (1968), the shear-stress increments, Ds�aa�, are
expressed as

Ds�aa� � H �aa�
1 Dc� H �aa�

2 DT � H �aa�
3 D _c�aa�; �4:15�

where H �aa�
i , for i � 1; 2; 3, evaluated at t0, are ex-

plicitly given as follows:

H �aa�
1 � n1s

�aa�
0 cn1ÿ1

� 3kT ŝ�aa�
0 a�T �

8G0c1=2

1ÿ X 1=2

X

� �1=2

� ŝ�aa�
0 a�T �
2c1=2

�1ÿ X 1=2�3=2
; �4:16�

H �aa�
2 � 3kŝ�aa�

4G0

� ln �j _c�aa�j�1� a�T �c1=2�= _c�aa�
0 �

1ÿ X 1=2

X

� �1=2

ÿ 3kŝ0a0T 2c1=2

2G0T 2
m

1ÿ X 1=2

X

� �1=2

ÿ 2ŝ0a0T c1=2

T 2
m

�1ÿ X 1=2�3=2 �4:17�

and

H �aa�
3 � 3kT ŝ�aa�

4G0 _c1=2

1ÿ X 1=2

X

� �1=2

; �4:18�

where ŝ�aa� is de®ned in Eq. (3.19), and X is given
by

X � ÿ�kT =G�aa�
0 � ln�j _c�aa�j�1� a�T �c1=2�= _c�aa�

0 �
for T 6 T �aa�

c ;

X � 1 for T > T �aa�
c ; �4:19�

with the critical temperature T �aa�
c de®ned in (3)

with n0 � 1=2. As stated before, in calculating
H �aa�

i , for i � 1; 2; 3, X , the quantities ŝ�aa� and c,
and the temperature of the polycrystal, T , are all
evaluated at t0. In (4.15), we approximate values of
Dc, D _c�aa�, and DT , respectively, by

DcA �
XN

aa�1

sgn� _c�aa��t0��

� ��1ÿ h� _c�aa�
A � h _c�aa��t0��Dt; �4:20�

D _c�aa�
A � _c�aa�

A ÿ _c�aa��t0�; �4:21�

DTA � g _W p�tav
jÿ1�Dt; �4:22�
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when t0 is in the jth averaging interval and satis®es
tav
jÿ16 t0 < tav

j ; again a subscript A describes the
corresponding approximate value. This yields

Ds�aa� �
X
�bb�

P �aa�
�bb� _c�bb�

A � q�aa�; �4:23a�

where

P �aa�
�bb� � sgn� _c�bb��t0���1ÿ h�DtH �aa�

1 � d�aa�
�bb�H

�aa�
3 ;

�4:23b�

q�aa� � g _W p�tL�H �aa�
2

�
X
�bb�
fhDt sgn� _c�bb��t0��H �aa�

1 ÿ d�aa�
�bb�H

�aa�
3 g _c�bb��t0�:

�4:23c�
Here, d�aa�

�bb� is the Kronecker symbol de®ned by

d�aa�
�bb� �

1 b � a and b � a;

0 otherwise

(
�4:23d�

and fP �aa�
�bb� g is an N � N matrix.

Substitute Eq. (4.23a) into Eq. (4.12b) to ob-
tain the following N ÿ 5 equations for approxi-
mate slip rates _c�b�A :X
�aa�

M �aa�
i

X
�bb�

P �aa�
�bb� _c�bb�

A � q�aa�
 !

� 0 �4:24�

Expression Eq. (4.24) together with Eq. (4.10)
form N linear equations for N unknowns, which
are then solved to give the approximate slip rates
_c�aa�
A 's. Here, we omit the elastic corrector proce-

dure, since the obtained approximate slip rates are,
in general, already su�ciently accurate, although
they can be further improved by including the
elastic correction in the same manner as discussed
by Nemat-Nasser and Okinaka (1996).

Using the approximate slip rates in Eqs. (4.20)
and (4.22), the plastic strain and the temperature
are now updated by

cA � c�t0� � DcA �4:25a�
and

TA � T �t0� � DTA; �4:25b�
respectively. The athermal components of the re-
solved shear stresses are calculated from

s�aa�
aA � s�aa�

a0 � s�aa�
a1 cn1

A : �4:26�
The shear stresses are then obtained from the
constitutive relation Eqs. (3.21a) and (3.21b).

To obtain the approximate updated rigid-body
rotation for each single crystal, we ®rst use the
mean value theorem to write

R��t0 � Dt� � R��t0� � _R��t0 � sDt�Dt

� �1� _R��t0 � sDt�R�TDt�R�t0�; �4:27�
where 06 s6 1. Then, we approximate _R��t0�
sDt�R�T by hX��t0� � �1ÿ h�X�A, where X�A is cal-
culated from (2.8b), using the approximate up-
dated values of the slip rates _c�aa�

A 's.
The updated Cauchy stress is then obtained from

the approximate resolved shear stresses, s�aa�
A , by

choosing ®ve independent slip system tensors, p�aa�,
and solving the system of linear equations corre-
sponding to Eq. (4.6) for the stress components.

5. Comparison with experimental results

Extensive experimental data on commercially
pure OFHC copper have been reported recently by
Nemat-Nasser and Li (1998). These experiments
cover a broad range of strain rates (0.001±
8� 103 sÿ1) and temperatures (77±1096 K), with
strains close to 100% for both the as-received and
annealed samples.

To obtain the overall strain rates used in the
compression tests, in our model calculations, the
constant overall velocity gradient is taken to be

�L �
_ceq 0 0

0 ÿ 1
2

_ceq 0

0 0 ÿ 1
2

_ceq

264
375 �sÿ1�; �5:1a�

where _ceq is set equal to the imposed uniaxial strain
rate, in the compression Hopkinson bar or in the
quasi-static testing machine. This yields

_ceq � �2=3D : D�1=2
: �5:1b�

5.1. Estimate of parameters

As discussed in Nemat-Nasser et al. (1998), at
high strain rates, essentially all the heat generated
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by the plastic deformation is used to increase the
sample temperature; see also Kapoor and Nemat-
Nasser (1998). In what follows, we have thus as-
sumed that 100% of the plastic work, which cor-
respond to the conversion factor g � 0:433 (when
stress is measured in MPa and temperature in K),
is used to increase the temperature of the sample.
The time increment is adjusted to allow a 1% in-
crement of the equivalent strain in the plastic-
predictor method, whereas a 0.001% increment of
the equivalent strain is used for the explicit Euler
method. The time period Dtav, at the end of which
the averaging is performed, is taken to correspond
to a 1% of the equivalent strain, which, hence, is
variable. Therefore, at every 1% of the equivalent
strain, the polycrystal properties are obtained by
averaging over all grains.

In our simulations, for simplicity, the values of
all parameters are taken to be the same for all slip
systems. We consider only the stresses ŝ�aa�

0 � ŝ0

and s�aa�
0 � s0 as the adjustable parameters which

may depend on the speci®c material. The values of
all the remaining constitutive parameters are taken
to be the same as those estimated by Nemat-
Nasser and Li (1998) in their continuum model.
These parameters are: k=G�aa�

0 � 4:9� 10ÿ5 Kÿ1,
_c�aa�
0 � 2� 1010 sÿ1, s�aa�

a0 � sa0 � 0, a0 � 20 for
annealed copper; and a0 � 1:8 for as-received
copper, n0 � 0:5, n1 � 0:3, p � 2=3, and q � 2,
which are listed in Table 2.

In our model calculation, the two adjustable
parameters for both the as-received and annealed
cases are determined to best simulate the experi-
mental data. For the annealed case,

ŝ0 � 9 MPa; s0 � 50 MPa;

and for the as-received case,

ŝ0 � 95 MPa; s0 � 48 MPa;

which are summarized in Table 3.

These parameters uniformly ®t all the experi-
mental data for the temperature from 77 to 1096 K
and the strain rate 4000 sÿ1; temperatures of 77 K
and the strain rate 8000 sÿ1; and temperature 296
K and the strain rates of 8000, 0.1, and 0.001 sÿ1.
The results are in remarkably good agreement with
the experimental data and those of the continuum
model calculations.

5.2. Comparison

The comparison between the results of the
equivalent stress obtained by the experiments, the
continuum model calculation, and the new crystal
plasticity model calculation at a 4000 sÿ1 strain
rate and initial temperatures of 77, 496, 696, 896,
and 1096 K for annealed and as-received OFHC
copper is presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
The comparison for a 4000 sÿ1 strain rate and
initial temperatures of 296, 596, 796, and 996 K for
annealed and as-received OFHC copper is given in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

The comparison between the results of the
equivalent stress obtained by the experiments, the
continuum model calculation, and the new crystal
plasticity model calculation at a 8000 sÿ1 strain
rate and temperatures of 77 K and 296 K, and at a
296 K temperature and strain rates of 8000, 0.1,

Table 2

Values of the constitutive parameters which are common to continuum and crystal plasticity models

p q k=G0 (Kÿ1) _c0 (sÿ1) sa0 a0 n0 n1

Annealed copper 2/3 2 4:9� 10ÿ5 2� 1010 0 20 0.5 0.3

As-received copper 2/3 2 4:9� 10ÿ5 2� 1010 0 1.8 0.5 0.3

Table 3

Values of the two adjustable constitutive parameters which are

di�erent for the continuum model and the crystal plasticity

model

ŝ0 (MPa) sa1 (MPa)

Annealed copper

Crystal Plasticity Model 9 50

Continuum Model 46 220

As-received copper

Crystal Plasticity Model 95 48

Continuum Model 400 220
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and 0.001 sÿ1 for annealed and as-received OFHC
copper is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

6. Conclusions

A physically based rate- and temperature-de-
pendent constitutive model is proposed in this
work to model crystalline slip in fcc single crystals.
The resistance to the motion of dislocations in
single crystals is divided into a thermally activated
part which is rate- and temperature-dependent,
and an athermal part which is due to the stress
®eld of all far®eld dislocations and defects. Con-
stitutive models are proposed for each part, based
on the underlying physics of the process.

Then, a new algorithm is proposed to solve in-
crementally the ®nite-deformation problem of fcc

single crystals. Two di�erent computational
methods are combined and used, depending on the
deformation stages of the material. Three regimes
of the material deformation history are de®ned.
When the material is in the rapidly changing re-
gime, where the elastic strains are comparable to
the plastic ones, the explicit Euler method is ap-
plied. In the other regimes, where the elastic con-
tribution is negligible, the plastic-predictor, elastic-
corrector method is used, with their individual
strategies for the transition regime and the steady-
state regime, respectively. The proposed constitu-
tive model and the computational algorithm are
applied to simulate the response of polycrystalline
OFHC copper over a broad range of strain rates,
temperatures, and strains. A Taylor-type averag-
ing scheme is used, and excellent correlation with
experimental results is obtained using only a few

Fig. 2. Comparison between the experimental data, the con-

tinuum model calculation, and the crystal plasticity model

calculation for polycrystalline as-received OFHC copper at

4000 sÿ1 strain rate and initial temperatures of 77, 496, 696, 896,

and 1096 K. Dotted curves represent the experimental data,

long dash curves represent the continuum model calculation,

and solid curves are the model calculation using the new crystal

plasticity constitutive model, the proposed algorithm, and the

Taylor averaging method.

Fig. 1. Comparison between the experimental data, the con-

tinuum model calculation, and the crystal plasticity model

calculation for polycrystalline annealed OFHC copper at 4000

sÿ1 strain rate and initial temperatures of 77, 496, 696, 896, and

1096 K. Dotted curves represent the experimental data, long

dash curves represent the continuum model calculation, and

solid curves are the model calculation using the new crystal

plasticity constitutive model, the proposed algorithm, and the

Taylor averaging method.
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free constitutive parameters, which are ®xed at the
outset.
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Appendix A. Interdependency conditions

De®ne the following six second-order tensors:

N �I� � �e1 ÿ e2� 
 �e1 ÿ e2�; �A:1a�

N �II� � �e1 � e3� 
 �e1 � e3�; �A:1b�

N �III� � �e2 ÿ e3� 
 �e2 ÿ e3�; �A:lc�

N �IV� � �e1 ÿ e3� 
 �e1 ÿ e3�; �A:1d�

N �V� � �e2 � e3� 
 �e2 � e3�; �A:le�

N �VI� � �e1 � e2� 
 �e1 � e2�; �A:lf�
where ei, i � 1; 2; 3; de®ne a ®xed orthogonal unit
triad in the three-dimensional Euclidean space.

From twelve slip systems of an fcc crystal,
construct six classes of second-order tensors, say,
Class I, Class II,. . ., Class VI, which are, respec-

Fig. 4. Comparison between the experimental data, the con-

tinuum model calculation, and the crystal plasticity model

calculation for polycrystalline as-received OFHC copper at

4000 sÿ1 strain rate and initial temperatures of 296, 596, 796,

and 996 K. Dotted curves represent the experimental data, long

dash curves represent the continuum model calculation, and

solid curves are the model calculation using the new crystal

plasticity constitutive model, the proposed algorithm, and the

Taylor averaging method.

Fig. 3. Comparison between the experimental data, the con-

tinuum model calculation, and the crystal plasticity model

calculation for polycrystalline annealed OFHC copper at 4000

sÿ1 strain rate and initial temperatures of 296, 596, 796, and 996

K. Dotted curves represent the experimental data, long dash

curves represent the continuum model calculation, and solid

curves are the model calculation using the new crystal plasticity

constitutive model, the proposed algorithm, and the Taylor

averaging method.
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tively, orthogonal to the tensors N �I�, N �II�; . . . ;
N �VI�. The orthogonality here is de®ned by

a1 
 b1 : a2 
 b2 � �a1; a2��b1; b2� � 0 �A:2�
with ( ; ) denoting the usual inner-product of two
three-dimensional vectors. Therefore, the members
of each class can be easily identi®ed by a simple
inspection. For example, if s�a� or n�a� in p�a� is
normal to the vector e1 ÿ e2, then p�a� is orthogo-
nal to N �I�. Using the numbering in Table 1, it is
easy to verify that Class I contains

p�11�; p�12�; p�13�; p�21�; p�31�; p�32�; p�33�; p�41�;

Class II contains

p�13�; p�21�; p�22�; p�23�; p�31�; p�32�; p�33�; p�42�;

Class III contains

p�11�; p�12�; p�13�; p�21�; p�22�; p�23�; p�32�; p�43�;

Class IV contains

p�11�; p�12�; p�13�; p�22�; p�33�; p�41�; p�42�; p�43�;

Class V contains

p�12�; p�23�; p�31�; p�32�; p�33�; p�41�; p�42�; p�43�;

Class VI is formed by

p�11�; p�12�; p�13�; p�21�; p�22�; p�23�; p�32�; p�43�:

Note that the classes have some common elements.
Assume the 12 slip systems linearly span a space

E5, which is of at most ®ve dimensions, as dis-
cussed in Section 2.2. Then, each of the above-
de®ned classes spans a four dimensional subspace
of E5, in view of the corresponding orthogonality.
Denote these subspaces by VI, VII; . . . ;VVI,
corresponding to Class I, Class II,. . ., Class VI,
respectively. Hence, the intersection of VI, VII,

Fig. 5. Comparison between the experimental data, the con-

tinuum model calculation, and the crystal plasticity model

calculation for polycrystalline annealed OFHC copper at strain

rates of 8000, 0.1, and 0.001 sÿ1 and initial temperatures of 77

and 296 K. Dotted curves represent the experimental data, long

dash curves represent the continuum model calculation, and

solid curves are the model calculation using the new crystal

plasticity constitutive model, the proposed algorithm, and the

Taylor averaging method.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the experimental data, the con-

tinuum model calculation, and the crystal plasticity model

calculation for polycrystalline as-received OFHC copper at

strain rates of 8000, 0.1, and 0.001 sÿ1 and initial temperatures

of 77 and 296 K. Dotted curves represent the experimental data,

long dash curves represent the continuum model calculation,

and solid curves are given by the model calculation using the

new crystal plasticity constitutive model, the proposed algo-

rithm, and the Taylor averaging method.
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and VIII gives a two-dimensional subspace, which,
in particular, contains p�13�, p�21�, and p�32�. Thus
those slip systems are linearly dependent, and a
linear interdependency condition (2.10c) exists
between them.

In a similar manner, VITVIVTVV gives the
linear interdependency relation (2.10b) between
p�12�, p�33�, and p�41�, and VIIITVIVTVVI gives
the linear interdependency relation (2.10a) be-
tween p�11�, p�22�, and p�43�.
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